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HEAR TECHNOLOGIES CREATES AVAILABILITY AMID MARKET DISRUPTIONS
Flagship Hear Back PRO and OCTO now shipping
We know how important it is to have the right pro audio gear at the right time. That’s why the Hear
Technologies team has been working hard to support customers and fill orders for our personal
headphone/in-ear monitor mixing systems. Good news: Our Hear Back PRO and Hear Back OCTO
personal monitoring systems are now shipping to fill new orders.
The pro audio industry has been struggling with component shortages. Fortunately, because Hear
Technologies stocks product and manufactures in the U.S. we were able to continue filling orders well
past others in the field. And now the Hear gear our customers rely on most are available: The flagship,
customizable Hear Back PRO and the clear, straightforward 8-channel Hear Back OCTO are ready to ship
right away.
Our team has worked hard to get to this point. As soon as we saw component shortages looming, we
adjusted internal designs to use available equivalent components to accommodate parts scarcities.
We’re working closely with our factory facilities to ensure quality and speed. As always, we build in the
U.S. and test multiple times before the products head out the door because as musicians and audio
engineers ourselves, we know your gear needs to be reliable.
We are dedicated to doing everything we can to serve our customers.
Hear Technologies is a world leader in pro audio and monitoring equipment for live performances,
recording studios, and worship. Our U.S.-designed and -built knob-based cue systems make personal
monitoring easy. Hear Technologies products can be found in studios, live productions, houses of
worship, and elsewhere around the world.
We design with the musician and engineer in mind, and we’re always working to make our products
even better and more user-friendly.
For more, visit HearTechnologies.com.
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